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THE STORY... ~-~-.~-.-_' already has an appointment with her. Falstaff goes to dress in his 
1 finery, leaving Ford to ponder his wife's seemingly unfaithful behav

ACT I. Part I - Inside the Garter In ::3 3 /J.<-.T::F~ ior. Falstaff reappears in his finest clothes and the two men, after 
As the opera begins, we see Falstaff sea inga.couple of letters before much exaggerated politeness, leave the house. 
being scolded by Dr. Caius. The doctor accuses Falstaff of causing 
much drunken havoc at Caius' home. Falstaff accepts these charges ACT II, Part 2 - A room in Ford's house 
with no comment. However Caius now accuses Bardolfo and Pistola, The curtain rises to show Alice and Meg, later joined by Quickly, who 
Falstaffs 'companions, of getting him drunk and taking his money; offers a report of her meeting with Falstaff. The ladies realize that the 
indeed, he vows that if he ever drinks again. it will not be with such time of Alice's meeting with Falstaff is close and they go about their 
rascals. Following this outburst, he storms out of the room. Falstaff preparations, bringing in a very large laundry hamper. This mood of 
tries in vain to find some money. complaining about his two com busy preparation is interrupted by the arrival of a tearful Nanetta who 
panions who seem to be adept at spending his funds, before singing a tells them that her father, Ford, has ordered her to marry Dr. Caius. 
celebration of his enormous stomach! It is now that we hear the main Alice assures Nanetta that nothing will come of this and everybody 
thread of this story. Falstaff is enamored of two ladies, Alice Ford and continues with their preparations. Alice sits down to play her lute and 
Meg Page, who happen to be the wives of wealthy townsmen. He asks Falstaff arrives. As his courtship reaches a moment of intimacy, 
Bardolfo and Pistola to deliveT·sealed letters to each lady: however, the. luickly runs in and announces the arrival of Meg Page. Falstaff 
men refuse, saying that it is beneath their honor to do such a thing.' -ides behind a screen at Meg's entrance. She tells the other ladies 
Falstaff takes them aside and tells them that honor is nothing more that Ford is hurrying to the house irtia state of jealousy. Ford arrives 
than a feeble word. Then, taking a broom in his hands, he drives them and looks through the laundry hamper. for any evidence of Falstaffs 
out of the room. presence. On finding nothing, he hurries to search the rest of the 

house. Falstaff climbs into the already full hamper and is hidden by a 
ACT I, Part 2 - A Garden pile of dirty laundry. Nanetta and Fenton see each other and slip 
After a brief orchestral introduction, we are introduced to Meg, Mis behind the screen for a moment of privacy. A loud kiss from behind 
tress Quickly, Nanetta and her mother, Alice Ford, in the garden of the screen is heard. Now the men prepare to pounce on the screen 
Ford's house. Meg and Alice realize that they have received identical thinking that Falstaff is behind it, when, in fact, he is crying out from 
letters from Falstaff. They sing extensive quotes from their respective his suffocating position amid theJaundry. Finally, the men push over 
letters and, in the following ensemble, decide to take revenge on him. the screen to reveal the two young lovers. Ford scolds both of them. 

Unbeknownst to the ladies, Fenton, Caius, Ford, Bardolfo, and Pis Now, Bardolfo thinks that he sees Falstaff outside and the men rush 
tola enter, superimposing their own ensemble on that of the ladies. out in mistaken pursuit. The ladies summon servants who, with an 
Following this, Bardolfo and Pistola warn Ford of Falstafrs plans: enormous effort, lift the basket up tGthe window. The men return in 
Ford swears that he will keep a very close eye on Meg and Alice. The time to see Falstaff being tipped out of the window into the river. 
ladies return and on seeing the men, leave. Now only Fenton and ~ 
Nanetta remain to sing the first of their love duets. Following this, the ,46 ~T~ 
ladies once more return in order to arrange an assignation. The men Falstaff sits outside the Garter Inn~atery disgrace and 
return with another plan in which Ford will visit Falstaff under the reminiscing about his time as a noble soldier. However, a beaker of 
guise of 'Maestro Fontana.' The final ensemble is a work of genius wine soon revives his flagging spirits .. Quickly enters and convinces 
in which Verdi superimposes the ladies music on that of the men. The him of Alice's affection towards him. Another assignation is arranged, 
ladies quote once more from Falstaff s letters before dissolving into this time at midnight under Heme's Oak in Windsor Park. His dis
laughter. guise for this will be that of the Black Huntsman. Quickly paints an 

eerie picture of the supernatural midnight setting and leads Falstaff 
into the inn. This mood is continued by Alice Ford, Meg, Nanetta, U5 ' A'~ t

ACT II, Part I - Atthe Garter Inn" '"T 5 11-01~./ .. Fenton, and Caius who have been observing from a distance. These 
The scene opens With Bardolfo-a~ing an extravagant plotters decide on their disguises for the midnight meeting. This 
penance before Falstaff. Mistress Quickly enters and describes the ,:... - 'ather light-hearted atmosphere is interrupted by Ford and Caius who 
sham amorous states of Alice and. Meg before arranging an assigna- \ .t.re planning Caius' marriage to Nanetta that night. This conversation 
tion between Falstaff and Alice. Quickly departs, leaving Falstaff to is overheard by Quickly who pledges to stop the marriage. 
spend a little time in an air of self-congratulation before the disguised 
Ford enters. A duet follows in which Fontana (Ford) offers to pay 
Falstaff to seduce Alice Ford. Falstaff replies by saying that he 

r 



...-----.... _---
ACT III, Part 2 - Windsor Park 
Fenton appears on stage, following an introduction of horn-calls from 
the distance. His aria follows-a love song, a tender moment in the THE. UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY 
midst of so much mayhem. He is soon interrupted by Alice who Peter Eros Conductor 
brings him his disguise, after which they both leave. Now Falstaff, in Robert Huw Morgan Assistant conductor 
his elaborate disguise, enters as a bell strikes midnight. Alice soon 
joins him, although their assignation is interrupted by Meg who warns 
him of an approaching crowd of witches. Falstaff, fearing that he will VlOLINl CEI11J BASS CLARINET 
die if he sees them, immediately throws himself to the ground. Lorenz Gamma 	 Ching-Tzy Ko Heather Seeley 
Nanetta (in disguise) enters to sing her beautiful aria before the rest of Julie Chapman Tricia Barry 
the cast run onto the scene to start tormenting the unsuspecting Fal Young Jae Lee Richard Evans BASSOON 

staff. As the tormenting reaches its climax, Bardolfo becomes some Jonathan Aldrich Jacob Humphrey Ryan Hare 
what over enthusiastic and his disguise falls off. Falstaff recognizes Kyung Sun Chee Chia-Chuan Juan Louie Fielding 
him and subjects him to a great stream of abuse. All is now revealed Yu-Ling Cheng Ching-Shin Ko HORN
and Falstaff philosophically accepts the nature of the deception. Now, Matt Cowan 	 Liz Petersen Ryan Stewart 
to the background of a lyrical minuet, Caius enters, accompanied by a Hsuan Lee 	 Peter Williams Jacqueline Faissal 
disguised figure whom he thinks to be Nanetta. They are joined by Candice Chin 	 Carey LaMothe 

"....,- ~'.another couple and they receive Ford's blessing on their unions. 	 BASSi roily Cherkin 	 Stephanie Luna 
However, Caius' disguised partner turns out to be Bardolfo and the 	 .... oria Hwang Dan Ball 

Aaron Beck 
other couple are Fenton and Nanelta. Ford admits defeat and accepts 	 Chris Brunhaver 

Donald Ankney 
his daughter's marriage to Fenton. Falstaff draws everybody together VIOLIN II Josh Hollingsworth 
for the final ensemble, the message of which is that everything in the David Lawson Devon Becker TRUMPET 
world is a joke. 	 Catherine Shipley Judson Scott FLUFE

" 	 Veronica Ho Byron Rice Dane Andersen Liz Ryker 	 Karl Seeley Stephen Lee Mark Feldhaus Notes by Robert Huw Morgan Joe Kobayashi 	 TROMBONEKristi Youngers 
Jonathan Pasternack Becky Sundstrom 	 PICCOW 
David Stucki Kathy Temple 	 Joe Kobayashi 

])ft-T 13 f'7'1 Of-=-~T -L;IL	 Nathan Brown 
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